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How to Plan Like a Thoroughbred

Running a successful business is a lot like a thoroughbred horse

running a race. Knowledge of the competition, track conditions, and

your own skill play huge roles in how you finish the race. However, it

can be easy for business owners to give everything they have and

run out of energy right before the biggest moment of the process:

when they approach the home stretch of their business exit. Today,

we’ll explain why it’s crucial to begin planning for your biggest

moment well before it arrives.

Pacing yourself to exit before you’re
exhausted

After years of successfully running a business, you’ll likely reach a

point where you either cannot or don’t want to continue running

yourself ragged. However, waiting until this moment to begin

planning for a successful future can hamstring your efforts.

By beginning your planning process earlier than you might think necessary, you can address the common

roadblocks that arise due to the limitations of age, boredom caused by routine, and the constant barrage of

unexpected events that can derail your success.

Consider the racing style of one of the greatest thoroughbred racehorses in history: Secretariat. Secretariat

wasn’t typically a front runner, especially because he took an aggressive bump from another horse early in

his career. (As a successful business owner, you might relate to the experience of taking a bump from a

competitor earlier in your career that made you a bit more cautious!)

To account for this, he and his jockey often conserved his energy by having him pace himself and run the

race from behind, only to drastically pull away from the competition as the race went on. Where other horses

faltered, Secretariat exploded, leaving his challengers in the dust.

This combination of discipline, talent, and an adherence to a plan allowed Secretariat to gallop to huge

victories time and again.



The Law of Conservation of Business Energy

Energy cannot be created, nor can it be destroyed. It can only be converted from one form to another. As a

business owner, you experience this every day. You may need to convert energy from operations to sales, or

from short-term planning to planning for a successful future.

A common mistake business owners make is thinking that they can simply create the energy they

need to plan for a successful future when they need it. Unfortunately, this mindset can destroy your

chances of pursuing a successful future on your terms.

Instead of expecting a sudden burst of energy to simply appear as you approach your inevitable business

exit (by choice, death, or otherwise), it’s often much smarter to convert your energy in ways that allow the

business to eventually run without you.

Don’t approach retirement tired

It can be scary to hand over the reins of your business for the sake of future success. But converting your

energy from the daily grind to the grander vision of life after the business often requires it. It also requires the

discipline to know the conditions you’re running in and how to best approach them.

As you begin the race toward a successful future, consider thinking about the strategies other successful

business owners have used to plan for a successful future before they were too tired to do so.

1. Determine what you need to finish the race. This includes what it will take for you to be financially

independent once you inevitably leave your business.

2. Consider handing the reins to next-level management. Trying to do it all means your business

relies entirely on you. Next-level managers can reduce the business’ reliance on you, which often

makes it more valuable and efficient.

3. Know your strengths. When you know your strengths, it helps you convert your energy to focus on

those strengths. It can also help you buttress your weaknesses, which can make your business even

stronger.

We strive to help business owners identify and prioritize their objectives with respect to their businesses,

their employees, and their families. If you are ready to talk about your goals for the future and get insights

into how you might achieve those goals, we’d be happy to sit down and talk with you. Please feel free to

contact us at your convenience.
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